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STEMI Steering Committee
October 26, 2017, 08:00am to 9:30am 
Chair: Dr. Allen Yee, Regional OMD 

Members and Guests Present: Al Thompson, Anne Fereday, Emily Mochan, Jeff Ferguson, Allen Yee, Ashley Frazier, John 
Dugan, Matthew Joseph, Ashley Hansen, Gary Samuels, Wayne Harbour, Justin Yarboro, Brad Taylor, Mike Harmon, Anne Fereday 
Conference Line: Jeff McPhearson, Lisa Baber 
ODEMSA Staff: Jordan Rennie, Megan Young 
Minutes Scribed by: Jordan Rennie 
Materials provided: Meeting agenda, Reference Binder 

Topic/Subject Discussion 
Recommendations, 
Action/Follow-up; 

Responsible 
Person 

Meeting Called to Order Allen Yee called the meeting to order at 08:08am. Introductions were made, and it was 
determined there was a quorum. Minutes from the last three meetings were approved.  

 Motion: Matthew Joseph 
 Second: Al Thompson 
 Vote: Approve Minutes 

Reports: 

Hospitals 

HCA-
Chippenham/Johnston 

Willis 

HCA-JRMC/ TriCities 

Brad Taylor reported on the upcoming construction that would affect EMS. Chippenham 
was reported as undergoing construction and updates to the ER which would block the 
usual entrance to the ER. Crews will have to enter in through the radiology department 
during this time. The MOB buildings that are across from the ER are being demolished. 
CE dinner was reported coming up on the fourth Tuesday of November.  

Ashley Hansen reported that they are seeing more NSTEMIs than STEMIs. In 
discussion with air medical companies about them be first contact for transferring those 
patients. Reported that the helipad is in discussion right now. No confirmed plan for 
improvement. Reported Tri-Cities EC is doing really well seeing 70-80 patients a day. 
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HCA-HDH 

CHS 

Bon Secours 

EMS Agencies 

Prince George Fire and 
EMS 

Chesterfield Fire and EMS 

New Kent Fire and EMS 

Henrico Division of Fire 

ODEMSA 

Tri-Cities is looking into certification from the ACC. Justin Yarboro reported a CE dinner 
occurring tonight with Dr. Sheldon teaching.  

Gary Samuels reported that HDH has been seeing less STEMIs and more NSTEMIs. 
Reported a CE dinner on December 15th.  

Anne Fereday reported that they have a new CFO. Upcoming survey for cath lab and 
chest pain accreditation. They are opening a new EP lab November 27th. They have 
also broken ground on a new freestanding ED in Colonial Heights. 

Al Thompson thanked everyone for coming to the First Responder Dinner they had in 
Midlothian. Cadaver Lab was a huge success. Expo with Henrico Fire coming up March 
3rd and 4th of 2018.  

Ashley Frazier reported that they have been improving turn-around times significantly 
due to the opening of Tri-Cities. Reported they broke ground on a new fire station.  

Allen Yee had no report 

Lisa Baber had no report 

No report 

Megan Young reported that they are finished with protocol review and are now pricing 
the books out with Officemax. She reported that they have also finished scheduling the 
2018 classes. She is now trying to get in touch with Agencies to see who could host in 
the different sub-council regions. Allen asked for some clarification about the regional 
training funds. Megan stated that there is a form to be filled out on the ODEMSA 
website under training. Once that form is filled out it sends an email to ODEMSA. The 
process is still a bid process. For courses in the future, Megan stated ODEMSA would 
be asking for updates every quarter to better track fund usage.  
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Old Business: 

Mission Lifeline Action 
Registry Data 

Hospitals Action Registry 
Regional Reports 

Metrics for Pre-Hospital 
Cardiac Care 

John Dugan reported that Action Registry and AHA have parted ways. However, they 
do still have joint initiatives that will continue.  

John Dugan reported that hospitals continue to record data in Action Registry but 
unfortunately due to the split he can no longer access that information. The 
recommendation that has been put forth is filling out the information via a form through 
VHAC. Hospitals can submit their data through this venue. Additional recommendation 
is that a “superuser” account could be created for the committee. This would allow for 
data to be seen in a blinded fashion. Dr. Ferguson reported for Dr. Kontos who stated 
that VHAC is working on preparing regional reports. John Dugan reported that 
Winchester is a hospital that has integrated Action Registry into the charting system for 
CAD which has made retrieving data easy.  

John Dugan reported on metrics for 2018 and passed a copy of the metrics out. He 
reported that these are the metrics for 2018. He stated that they have pushed to not 
have metrics changed for 2019. He brought up the optional PLUS metric saying that it is 
the percentage of adult out of hospital cardiac arrest patients’ resuscitated on-scene to 
with sustained ROSC. He also brought up the 5th metric which tracks 12 lead 
transmission or reporting within the first ten minutes. John stated this metric will 
probably be the hardest to track. An exclusion John brought up is that if EMS has a 
transport longer than 45 minutes but a door to needle time within limits than the 
measure is still met. John showed some ways to collect data and report it.  
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New Business: 

Having the Committee 
focus on cardiac arrest as 

well as STEMI 

Business from the floor 

Allen Yee showed the committee a reporting system that Chesterfield Fire and EMS is 
using to record cardiac arrest and STEMI data in fractiles. This has allowed them to get 
much more accurate data in terms of patient times. Allen asked if this might be 
something that the region would be interested in. It was agreed that it would take a lot of 
data crunching for the whole region. It was also asked if ODEMSA might be able to pull 
the data from Imagetrend Elite. ODEMSA agreed to see if it was possible. It was agreed 
to look into it and report back next meeting.  

Nothing from the floor. 

Next Meeting January 25th, 2018 
Adjourn The meeting adjourned at 0902. 


